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Abstract – Accurate multi-sensor/multi-object data fusion is
dependent on the accurate association of objects seen by one
sensor system with those seen by another sensor system. Fusing
data from N sensors on multiple objects can require the
delineation of all possible association configurations among the
observed N object groups. These configurations can be
generated by first delineating all possible pair-wise associations
between two sensors at a time, then combining these two-sensor
associations into all possible N-sensor associations. This paper
provides a combinatoric approach for enumerating and
generating the two-sensor associations, with or without a priori
association information, as well as a MatLab implementation of
the algorithm. Additionally, an algorithm for combining the
two-sensor associations into all possible N-sensor associations
is described.
Keywords: Object
information fusion.
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Introduction

In many fields – from medical imaging [1] to defense [2]
to atmospheric and geo-sciences [3] – accurate fusion of
data collected on multiple objects or source signals by
multiple sensors is a common problem. Successful data
fusion of this type generally involves the accurate
association of objects among N object groups observed by
N sensors, respectively. These N-sensor associations are a
requirement in some fusion algorithms [4] as an initial
step in the object association and data fusion process.
Using a combinatoric approach, an algorithm was
developed and implemented to enumerate and generate all
possible association configurations for two sensors, each
sensor observing an arbitrary number of objects. These
configurations are in the form of binary matrices with
element values of 1’s and 0’s, assigning each object seen
by one sensor to one or no object seen by a second sensor.
These two-sensor associations are then combined into all
possible N-sensor associations.
The basic enumeration algorithm for two-sensor
association was briefly described in previous work [4].
The two-sensor association matrix generation algorithm,
with or without a priori association information, its
implementation in MatLab [5], and an algorithmic
extension to N-sensor associations are additionally
presented here.
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Two-sensor association algorithm

Given a sensor A observing a = 2 objects and a sensor B
observing b = 3 objects, a binary matrix of the form
1 0 0
C 3 ( a , b) = 

0 0 1

(1)

represents one possible association scenario between the
two object groups observed. The two-dimensional matrix
notation of Ci(a,b) ≡ Ci(rows,columns) assigns each
matrix row to an object seen by sensor A and each matrix
column to an object seen by sensor B. A pair-wise
association of an A object with a B object is denoted by a
“1” in the appropriate row and column. For example, in
Eq. (1) sensor A’s 1st object associates with sensor B’s 1st
object, sensor A’s 2nd object associates with sensor B’s 3rd
object, and sensor B’s 2nd object associates with no object
observed by sensor A. A complete association matrix set
(a,b)={C1(a,b),C2(a,b),…,CI(a,b)} delineates all possible
association hypotheses for the two object groups. Matrix
C3 in Eq. (1) represents the third matrix of the (2,3) set.
The generation of all possible two-sensor matrices
{Ci(a,b)} is a necessary first step in generating all possible
associations among an arbitrary number of sensors.
The two-sensor association algorithm begins with the
two sensors A and B. Sensor A observes a objects and is
represented by a set of a elements, numbered 1 through a:
A={1,2,…,a}. Sensor B observes b objects and is
represented by a set of b elements, numbered 1 through b:
B={1,2,…,b}. Without loss of generality, assume a ≤ b.
Thus, the following assumptions are made:
• a≤b
• an object seen by one sensor physically and uniquely
corresponds to one or no object seen by the other
sensor.
The combinatorial problem to solve is the unique pairing
of elements of all subsets of A with elements of all subsets
of B. The paired subsets must have the same number of
elements. First, elements of the entire set A are uniquely
paired with elements of a-element subsets of the set B.
Next, elements of (a-1)-element subsets of A are uniquely
paired with elements of (a-1)-element subsets of B. This

pairing of elements of subsets of A with elements of
equally-sized subsets of B continues until the final pairing
of a null or empty subset of A with a null subset of B.
Enumerating these unique pairings of elements of all
subsets of A with elements of all subsets of B yields a
formula for the total number of possible association
configurations or matrices, I. The derivation of this
formula as a by-product of the algorithm follows.
The total number of k-element subsets of a b-element
set is [6]
b!
.
( b − k )! k !

(3a)

The total number of k-element subsets of an a-element set
is
a!
.
( a − k )!k!

(3b)

Pairing up each k-element subset of B with each k-element
subset of A yields
a!
b!
.
⋅
( a − k )!k! (b − k )!k!

(3c)

Next, permute one of these k-element subsets of B or A
(but not both) to account for all possible unique pairings
of elements between the k-element subsets.
This
permutation can be accounted for by multiplying either
Eq. (3a) or Eq. (3b) by k!, which is the number of
permutations for a k-element set [6]. Eq. (3c) then
becomes

2

I=

(4)

Eq. (4) is next summed over k=0,1,…,(a-1),a to account
for all possible subset sizes. This final summation yields a
formula that exhaustively enumerates all association
configurations, i.e. all unique “pairings” of subsets of
{1,2,…,b} with subsets of {1,2,…,a}:
a

I=

∑ (a − k )! (b − k )! ⋅ k! .
a!

b!

1

(5)

k =0

Applying this formula to the earlier example of sensor A
observing a = 2 objects and sensor B observing b = 3
objects, the total number of association matrices is
computed as

2!

3!

1

(6)

k =0

An association matrix is created by a unique pairing of A
and B subsets of the same length. The locations of the 1’s
in these matrices are found by pairing up, in order,
elements of the subsets of interest. For example, the
matrix C3 in Eq. (1) – with rows indexed by sensor A
objects and columns indexed by sensor B objects – was
created by pairing elements of the two subsets, A subset
{1,2} and B subset {1,3}. The first element of the A or
“row” subset is 1 (i.e. 1st row), and the first element of the
B or “column” subset is 1 (i.e. 1st column). Thus, the
matrix element indexed by the 1st row and the 1st column
is a 1. The second element of the A subset is 2 (i.e. 2nd
row), and the second element of the B subset is 3 (i.e. 3rd
column). The matrix element of the 2nd row and 3rd
column is also a 1. Because there are no more elements in
these subsets, the rest of the matrix elements are 0’s, and
C3 of the matrix set (2,3) has been created.
In the following section, a MatLab implementation of
the two-sensor algorithm enumerates and generates all
possible association matrices for arbitrary numbers of
observed objects, a and b. Algorithm output is discussed
in Sec. 4, followed by incorporation of a priori association
knowledge in Sec. 5. Finally, an algorithm for expanding
to N-sensor associations is discussed in Sec. 6.
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MatLab implementation of algorithm

Given a objects observed by sensor A and b objects
observed by sensor B, the main function config found in
the following subsection generates all possible {Ci(a,b)}
association configuration matrices. Additional functions
called by config are found in subsequent subsections.

3.1
a!
b! 1
⋅
.
(a − k )! (b − k )! k!

∑ (2 − k )! (3 − k )! ⋅ k! = 13 .

Main function (config)

function [Assoc]=config(A,B)
% calculates all association matrices, Assoc,
% for the event of one sensor observing A objects
% and a second sensor observing B objects
X = min(A,B);
Y = max(A,B);
mask = ones(A,B);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

to incorporate knowledge of prohibited pairwise associations, enter new mask matrix
here with 0’s and 1’s specifying forbidden and
allowable associations, respectively. For
example, a 2x3 mask (i.e. sensor A sees 2
objects and
sensor B sees 3) imposing restricst
tions
of
1 A object cannot
associate with the
st
nd
nd
1 or 2 B object and 2 A object cannot
rd
associate with 3 B object has following form:
mask = [0 0 1;1 1 0];

no_null = 0;
% if no_null above is set to 1, null associations
% are prohibited.
Total = total(A,B,no_null);
Assoc1=zeros(A,B,Total);
Assoc2=zeros(A,B,Total);

% implement mask
Total_ind = 0;
% first, generate all possible k subsets
% (for k=X,X-1,...1) of smaller set of objects
ind_obj = X;
while ind_obj ~= 0
denom1 = factorial(ind_obj);
denom2 = factorial(X-ind_obj);
ind_final = factorial(X)/(denom1*denom2);
min_ind_final = ind_final;
M=zeros(ind_final,ind_obj);
T=1:ind_obj;
M(1,:)=T;
ind = 1;
while ind ~= ind_final
ind=ind+1;
M(ind,:)=S(T,ind_obj,X);
T=M(ind,:);
end
% generate all possible subsets of larger set
ind = 1;
denom1 = factorial(ind_obj);
denom2 = factorial(Y-ind_obj);
ind_final = factorial(Y)/(denom1*denom2);
U=zeros(ind_final,ind_obj);
T=1:ind_obj;
U(1,:)=T;
while ind ~= ind_final
ind=ind+1;
U(ind,:)=S(T,ind_obj,Y);
T=U(ind,:);
end
% permute these subsets
ind=0;
perm_final = ind_final*factorial(ind_obj);
max_ind_final = perm_final;
V=zeros(perm_final,ind_obj);
while ind ~= ind_final
ind=ind+1;
index = ((ind-1)*(factorial(ind_obj)))+1;
V(index,:)=U(ind,:);
ind2 = 1;
while ind2 ~= factorial(ind_obj)
ind2 = ind2+1;
T=V(index,:);
index = (ind-1)*factorial(ind_obj);
index = index + ind2;
V(index,:)=P(ind_obj,T);
T=V(index,:);
end
end
N=V;
% combine subsets into association matrices
ind = 1;
while ind ~= min_ind_final+1
index = 1;
while index ~= max_ind_final+1
obj = 1;
Total_ind = Total_ind + 1;
while obj ~= ind_obj+1
if A <= B
M1 = M(ind,obj);
N1 = N(index,obj);
T1 = Total_ind;
Assoc2(M1,N1,T1)=1;
else
M1 = M(ind,obj);
N1 = N(index,obj);
T1 = Total_ind;
Assoc2(N1,M1,T1)=1;
end
obj=obj+1;
end
index=index+1;
end
ind=ind+1;
end
ind_obj=ind_obj-1;
end

mask_ind = 0;
for i=1:Total
mask_flag=0;
for a=1:A
for b=1:B
if Assoc2(a,b,i)==1 && ...
mask(a,b)==0
mask_flag=mask_flag+1;
end
end
end
if mask_flag==0
mask_ind=mask_ind+1;
Assoc1(:,:,mask_ind)=Assoc2(:,:,i);
end
end
Total = mask_ind
Assoc=zeros(A,B,Total);
for i=1:Total
Assoc(:,:,i)=Assoc1(:,:,i);
end

3.2

Total number function (total)

function Number=total(A,B,no_null)
% given A objects and B objects, calculates
% total number of association matrices
X = min(A,B);
Y = max(A,B);
ind = 0;
Number = 0;
while ind ~= X+1
frac1 = factorial(Y)/factorial(Y-ind);
frac2 = factorial(X)/factorial(X-ind);
Number = Number+frac1*frac2/factorial(ind);
ind = ind + 1;
end
if no_null == 1
Number = (factorial(Y)/(factorial(Y-X)));
end

3.3

Subset function (S)

function [F]=S(T,k,n)
% generate all k-subsets of list n
F=T;
i=k;
while (i >= 1) & (T(i) == n-k+i)
i = i-1;
end
if i ~= 0
j = i;
while (j ~= k+1)
F(j) = T(i) + 1 + j - i;
j = j+1;
end
end

3.4

Permutation function (P)

function [x] = P(n,x)
% permute n elements
i=n-1;
while x(i+1) < x(i)
i = i-1;
end
if i ~= 0
j = n;
while x(j) < x(i)

j = j - 1;
end
t = x(j);
x(j) = x(i);
x(i) = t;
for h=(i+1):n,
q(h) = x(h);
end
for h=(i+1):n,
x(h)=q(n+i+1-h);
end

Assoc(:,:,8) =
0
0

Two-sensor algorithm output

Within the same MatLab directory, the above four
functions are placed in their corresponding m-files. The
main function config can be called from the MatLab
prompt or from another m-file created by the user.
Continuing the example of sensors A and B observing 2
and 3 objects, respectively, the following lines can be
placed in an m-file or entered line-by-line at the prompt.

0
0

Assoc(:,:,9) =
0
0

end
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1
0

0
0

1
0

Assoc(:,:,10) =
0
1

0
0

0
0

Assoc(:,:,11) =
0
0

0
1

0
0

Assoc(:,:,12) =
A=2;
B=3;
Assoc=config(A,B)

0
0

0
0

0
1

The MatLab response is the total number of possible
association matrices, followed by a listing of all the
matrices, i.e. matrix set (2,3):

Assoc(:,:,13) =

Total =

Some object association algorithms require analyzing each
matrix element in order to isolate object pairs of a
particular association configuration, e.g. to compute
distances (metric or statistical) between an object pair’s
positions in space (physical or feature) [4]. Matrix
elements can be isolated by entering at the Matlab prompt
or placing in an m-file created by the user:

13
Assoc(:,:,1) =
1
0

0
1

0
0

Assoc(:,:,2) =
0
1

1
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

For example, the following command generates the value
of the matrix element found in the 2nd row and 3rd column
of the 5th matrix:
Assoc(2,3,5)

yielding the expected output for this matrix element:

Assoc(:,:,4) =
0
1

0
0

Assoc(<row #>,<column #>,<matrix #>)
0
0

Assoc(:,:,3) =
1
0

0
0

1
0

ans =
1

Assoc(:,:,5) =
0
0

1
0

5
0
1

Assoc(:,:,6) =
0
0

0
1

1
0

Assoc(:,:,7) =
1
0

0
0

0
0

A priori association information

The algorithm and implementation just described is
exhaustive in its enumeration and generation of all
possible two-sensor association scenarios. As can be seen
in Fig. 1, the computational complexity of this algorithm
can be prohibitive without prior association knowledge to
reduce the number of possible association scenarios. Such
knowledge can be incorporated in the algorithm in one of
two ways. The first is by the mask matrix variable mask
in config. This matrix has a rows and b columns and can
impose known restrictions on possible pair-wise
associations between the two object sets. The element
values of 0’s and 1’s in the matrix represent forbidden and
allowable associations, respectively. Continuing the

Assoc(:,:,5) =

Total #
of Configurations
Total
number
of matrices

0
0

20

0
1

0
0

Assoc(:,:,6) =

18

0
0

16
14

lnlog(I)
(I) 10
8
6

9
7

2
5

0
1

2

3
3

4

5

AMa

6

7

8

BbN

1
9

0
0

A second way to incorporate prior association knowledge
is by the no_null variable in config. This variable can
impose known restrictions on null associations in general.
Prohibiting null associations is equivalent to requiring that
the minimum number of pair-wise object associations in
each association configuration is equal to a, where a ≤ b
from the algorithm development in Sec. 2. When prior
knowledge suggests null associations are prohibited, the
value of the no_null variable in config can be changed
from its default setting of 0 to 1. Setting no_null=1 and
running the algorithm using the values a = 2 and b = 3
yields the following matrices associating at least a = 2
objects from each sensor object group:

12

4

0
0

10

Fig. 1. Natural log dependence of total number of
association matrices on increasing numbers
of a and b objects [4].

Total =
6

example of sensor A seeing a = 2 objects and sensor B
seeing b = 3 objects, the mask matrix M(a,b) prohibiting
the 1st A object from associating with the 1st or 2nd B
objects and the 2nd A object from associating with the 3rd B
object is

Assoc(:,:,1) =
1
0

0
1

0
0

Assoc(:,:,2) =

0 0 1
M ( a, b) = 
.
1 1 0 

0
1

(7)

1
0

0
0

Assoc(:,:,3) =

Entering this mask matrix in config in the form

1
0

0
0

0
1

mask = [0 0 1;1 1 0];
Assoc(:,:,4) =

and running the algorithm again for a = 2 and b = 3 yields:

0
1

0
0

1
0

Total =
6

Assoc(:,:,5) =
0
0

Assoc(:,:,1) =
0
1

0
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

6

1
0

The two-sensor algorithm can easily be extended to Nsensors, with each sensor observing an arbitrary number
of objects. First, delineate all possible two-sensor pairs
out of the N sensors, the total number of which is

Assoc(:,:,4) =
0
1

0
1

1
0

Assoc(:,:,3) =
0
0

0
1

Assoc(:,:,6) =

Assoc(:,:,2) =
0
0

1
0

Algorithmic extension to N sensors

K=
0
0

N!
.
( N − 2)!2!

(8)

For each of these K sensor pairs generate all possible
association matrices with the two-sensor algorithm in
Secs. 2 and 3, taking into account any prior association
information applicable to the sensor pair under
consideration. For example, given four sensors A, B, C,
and D, observing a, b, c, and d objects, respectively, N = 4
and K = 6. Thus, there are six matrix sets of two-sensor
associations to be created by the two-sensor algorithm,
using any prior information available: (a,b), (b,c),
(c,d), (d,a), (a,c), and (b,d).
Next, select one matrix from each two-sensor
association matrix set , for a total of K matrices. These
K matrices together define one possible N-sensor
association scenario. Continuing with the example of the
four sensors A, B, C, and D, choose one matrix from each
of the six  matrix sets to define one possible four-sensor
association scenario:
 C 2 ( a, b), C 4 (b, c), C 2 (c, d ),

.
C8 (d , a ), C1 (a, c), C 5 (b, d ) 

(9)

Each N-sensor association scenario is then tested for
validity by a series of matrix multiplications and
comparisons among the K matrices defining the scenario.
First, group these K matrices into sets of three, in which
each matrix in each set has one sensor in common with
another matrix in the same set. The total number L of
these sets is
N −2

L=

∑ j( N − 1 − j) .

(10)

j =1

For the four-sensor example, N = 4 resulting in L = 4
matrix sets of three derived from the matrices in Eq. (9):

{C 2 (a, b), C 4 (b, c), C1 (a, c)}
{C 2 (a, b), C5 (b, d ), C8 (d , a)}
{C1 (a, c), C 2 (c, d ), C8 (d , a)}
{C 4 (b, c), C 2 (c, d ), C5 (b, d )}

(11)

Next, select one of these L matrix sets and multiply two of
the three matrices in this set – transposing one of these
two matrices if necessary so that the objects of the sensor
in common are assigned to the rows of the first matrix and
to the columns of the second. Compare all elements in the
product matrix P with those in the third or “unused”
matrix C – also transposed if necessary so that the sensors
“assigned” to its rows and columns are the same as those
for the P matrix. If the P matrix has a “1” in any matrix
element location where the C matrix has a “0”, this is an
association violation as illustrated in Fig. 2. Only one
violation is necessary to invalidate the K matrices of
interest as a possible N-sensor association. If there is no
violation in this product, a multiplication of a second

o
o

0 0 1
P=

0 1 0 

c

1 0 0
C=

0 1 0 

Fig. 2. Example of a one-to-one comparison of matrix
elements in a product matrix P and a third matrix C.
The association violation is circled.
combination of matrices in the L set under consideration is
carried out and compared with the remaining third matrix.
If there is again no violation, this process is carried out a
third and final time for the set by multiplying the last
possible two-matrix combination and comparing with the
third matrix. If no association violations have been found
in the entire set, the next L set is then tested, and so on and
so forth.
The N-sensor association configuration
represented by the K matrices of interest is validated after
all L sets have been tested with no violations found.
For example, in Eq. (11), suppose a = 2, b = 3, c = 3,
and the matrices in the first L set are
0 1 0 
C 2 ( a , b) = 

1 0 0
0 1 0 


C 4 (b, c) = 0 0 1
1 0 0

(12)

1 0 0
C1 (a, c) = 

0 1 0 

Compare elements of C1(a,c) with elements of the product
matrix P(a,c)=[C2(a,b)C4(b,c)]:
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
 0 0 1
P( a, c) = 

 0 0 1  = 
1
0
0

 1 0 0 0 1 0



c

(13)

1 0 0
C1 (a, c) = 

0 1 0

The P and C matrices in Eq. (13) are the same as those in
Fig. (2). Thus, there is an association violation, and the
four-sensor association scenario defined by the matrix set
in Eq. (9) has been nullified, regardless of the matrices
representing C2(c,d) C8(d,a), and C5(b,d) . However, if
there had been no association violation in Eq. (13), the

matrix elements of C2(a,b) would next be compared with
the elements of the product P(a,b)=[C1(a,c)C4(b,c)T]. If
this comparison also yielded no violations, the elements of
C4(b,c) would next be compared with the elements of
P(b,c)=[C2(a,b)TC1(a,c)]. If this last comparison also
resulted in no association violations, the first L set of Eq.
(11) would have been successfully tested, and the second
L set would next be tested in the same manner, and so on
and so forth. The four-sensor association configuration
defined by Eq. (9) would be validated only after all four L
sets in Eq. (11) have been tested with no violations found.
Finally, select a different combination of K matrices –
one from each two-sensor association matrix set  –
defining another N-sensor association scenario to test for
validity in the same manner. In terms of the four sensor
example, choose a different set of K matrices from that in
Eq. (9) to test. Repeat the entire process until all possible
combinations of K matrices have been tested. The Kmatrix combinations that are validated delineate all
possible N-sensor association scenarios.
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Conclusions

An algorithm for enumerating and generating association
matrices for multiple objects observed by two sensors was
described and implemented in MatLab. Incorporation of
prior association knowledge into the algorithm as well as
an extension of the algorithm to object associations among
N sensors was also described. In some multi-sensor/multiobject association and data fusion processes, identifying
the correct N-sensor association configuration among the
N object sets observed is an important step. The
algorithms described in this paper provide a crucial first
step in identifying this correct association configuration
through the generation of all possible association
configurations for an N-sensor scenario, with and without
prior association information.
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